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'f The bulk of the book is naturally devoted to a graphic description
of the Periplus of Bali. Many books have been published on that
island, but I doubt if any one of them can stand comparison with Dr.
Chatterji's work, in which we find the precision of an expert philolo-
gist combined with the profound sympathy of a humanist The Hinduism
of Bali has nowhere been analysed with greater understanding and
thoroughness ". TMR. LXIX, p. 213.
—=—- India and the Pacific World. With a Foreword by
Ramananda Chatter ji. 9M"X7", PP- xiv + 295, 1 plate.
Book Company, Calcutta, 1941.	[1554
'** This book may be very properly called the " Who*s Who find Whafs
What91 of Pacific Ethnology. As such it will surely prove to be a
valuable guide to most of us blissfully ignorant of even the existence
of the problems concerned". Batakrishna Ghosh, 1C. VIII, p. 7/7.
"An honest attempt has been made to appraise the part played
by the Man from India, from the prehistoric times right down to the
glorious days of the Guptas and the T'angs and later, in helping the
men of the Far East and other distant lands to come to the full
height of their being. For this task, Dr. Nag, as it will be admitted
by all thofee who know him and who will read this work, is eminently
fitted	We have thus in   the present volume a unique study of the
problem regarding the origin and development of civilised life among
more than half of the human race which the author has written
with enthusiasm which also infects his readers	The titles for the
different chapters will indicate the scope of the work: The Pacific
Basin—A Cultural Survey; Cultural Migrations in Oceania; Maori
Land and Culture; The Polynesian World; Cultural Organisation of
Hawaii; the Peoples and Cultures of the Philippines; India and the
Archaeology of Malaysia and Indonesia; Art and Archaeology of
Sumatra; Java in Asiatic History and Culture; China and the Dawn
of Asiatic Culture; Problems of Chinese Art and Archaeology;
Buddhism and the Evolution of Chinese Art; Collections of Chinese
Art and Archaeology; Prehistoric Japan; Japanese Art and Religion
in its various Periods; the National Art Treasures and Museums
of Japan; Art and Archaeology in Japan, Asiatic Back-ground an«i
Pacific Civilisation and India. In addition to a narrative statement
of the evolution of culture in these lands, the author has given a
running survey of all that modern research and conservation have
done to study and to preserve for posterity all the remains of civili-
sation so far available in these lands."
Suniti Kumar Chatterji, TMR. LXX, p. 381.

